This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle.
The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you've entered them.
The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle's answer.

Retro Cross #47
Solution: 9 letters
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(3) AET
NAG
RAU
TEN
LAWA
SWAP
ELDER
PESTS
‘TACKY’
INFORM
TEUTONS
FRUGALITIES

CDI
NEE
REF
USA
MEAL
TENT
FEUDS
REDEYE
TORSO
LACE UP
TRIDENT

EAR
NIL
RNA
YES
NEST
OHS
ICONS
ROUTE
TUILE
OPORTO

FIB
OAR
RPM
OHS
India
SET TO
VILLI
WHERE
UNMOOR
IDENTIFY

IRA
ODD
SEE
ANTE
OPUS
PIER

IRE
OPS
SON
CORN

KYE
PSI
TAD
KNIT

PSI
TAD
KNIT
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